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Executive Summary
The Alternatives Report evaluates land use alternatives using a series of 
indicators to help community members and decision-makers understand the 
impacts and benefits of each alternative. Decisions about future land uses 
will influence how many people will live in the city, what kind of jobs and 
businesses will locate and thrive in the city, and how traffic will flow. This 
Report has analyzed two land use alternatives for the Rohnert Park General 
Plan Update process. The first, the No Change Alternative, represents keeping 
the land uses included in the City’s existing General Plan . The second, the 
Change Alternative, represents a handful of land use modifications based 
on input from the public, City Council, Planning Commission, and City staff . 
These changes are found mainly in the northwest portion of the city, in 
the Central Rohnert Park Priority Development Area, and several individual 
parcels around the city that study Property Owner Change requests 
submitted by private landowners .

Overall, the Change Alternative reflects relatively minor adjustments to the 
existing land use plan and, therefore, results in similar outcomes as the No 
Change Alternative . Both alternatives provide enough housing to meet future 
(2040) needs and result in a net fiscal gain. The biggest change between 
alternatives is the shift away from commercial uses to industrial, office, 
and institutional uses in the northwest area of the city, which increases the 
number of living wage jobs available within Rohnert Park, but also increases 
trips and vehicle miles traveled in parts of the city . 

Decision-makers will be asked to weigh the costs and benefits of each 
alternative . The outcome of the General Plan update process will determine 
how Rohnert Park will accommodate future housing and employment growth 
on its remaining vacant and underutilized lands .

Photo: Tile mosaic located in City Center Plaza
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Introduction
In March 2018, the City of Rohnert Park began a multi-year process of 
updating its General Plan. This is an opportunity to reaffirm the existing 
direction for growth and development or chart a new course . As part of 
the General Plan update process, Consultants conducted an analysis of 
alternative land use scenarios, which is discussed and summarized in this 
Alternatives Report . This Report evaluates the land use alternatives using 
a series of indicators to help community members and decision-makers 
understand the impacts and benefits of each alternative. Decisions about 
future land uses will influence how many people will live in the city, what 
kind of jobs and businesses will locate and thrive in the city, and how 
traffic will flow.

The choices presented in this Report reflect outreach efforts that 
contributed to forming the alternatives, the vision and guiding principles 
that guide the big-picture discussion of what Rohnert Park will be in 20 
years, the expected areas of change and how they fit into the land use 
alternatives, and how the alternatives compare in terms of the following 
indicators:

Land Use Analysis

• Housing units and population

• Non-residential square footage and employment

Economic Analysis

• Jobs-housing balance

• Living wages

• Retail leakage

• Fiscal impacts

Transportation Analysis

• Trips (number and length)

• Vehicle miles traveled (VMT) 

The outcome of the General Plan update process will determine how 
Rohnert Park will accommodate future housing and employment growth 
on its remaining vacant and undertuilized lands . Once a preferred 
alternative has been chosen, the preferred alternative land use program 
will be analyzed as part of the Environmental Impact Report, which will 
occur later in the General Plan update process . 

Photo: Aerial view of Rohnert Park



Outreach
Public outreach has been a critical part of this process . The choices presented 
in this Report represent different issues, opportunities, and ideas gathered from 
the community, Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), Planning Commission, 
City Council, and City staff . 

Over the course of the General Plan update project, there have been many 
efforts to collect public input on the issues that inform the alternatives analysis:

• Pop-up booth at Farmers’ Market  
(August 10, 2018)

• Pop-up booth at Founder’s Day  
(October 6, 2018)

• Online public engagement through EngagementHQ  
(October 2018-March 2019)

• Community workshop on visioning hosted by Planning Commission  
(November 8, 2018) 

• Staff charrette  
(December 18, 2018)

• Pop-up booth at I Heart Rohnert Park   
(February 10, 2019)

• Study session with the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC)  
(February 19, 2019) 

• City Council Meeting  
(March 26, 2019)

• Property Owner Change Requests 
(see discussion under the Change Alternative section)

Photo: iHeart Rohnert Park event
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Vision and Guiding Principles
At the heart of the General Plan are the vision and guiding principles . They express the key values 
and aspirations for Rohnert Park’s future and provide guidance for the policy decisions made while 
developing the General Plan update . The vision statement is designed to paint a picture of what 
Rohnert Park should be in 20 years . The guiding principles expand on the main ideas contained in the 
vision statement so that important concepts are given more weight, but are purposefully broad so 
they remain relevant even while the community changes over the next 20 years . 

The vision statement for this General Plan Update is taken from the City’s 2019-2021 Rohnert Park 
Strategic Plan, which was developed through extensive community outreach by the City . It reflects 
the same sentiments and desires found from conducing community outreach for the General Plan 
Update . Instead of reinventing the wheel, the Consultants wanted to build upon what the City had 
already accomplished . 

Photo: Planning 
Commission hosted 
public workshop
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Guiding Principles
Economic Development

• Attract and retain unique local businesses 
as well as other businesses that would 
contribute to the fiscal sustainability of the 
City . 

• Build on existing assets (e .g ., Sonoma State 
University) .

• Hold fiscal responsibility as an important 
factor in city decisions .

Community Development 

• Support, foster, and enhance the family-
oriented, friendly culture of Rohnert Park . 

• Create attractive spaces for residents to 
gather .

• Ensure a sustainable Rohnert Park balances 
growth with community resources .

Housing

• Provide housing that meets the needs of all 
current and future residents .

Circulation

• Maintain a safe, efficient, and connected 
transportation system .

• Embrace all modes of transportation (e .g ., 
bus, transit, bike, auto) to provide flexibility 
in transportation options to residents, 
employees, and visitors in Rohnert Park .

• Improve connection points between the 
different modes of transportation, including 
attention to last-mile connectivity . 

• Use transportation demand management to 
improve traffic congestion.

Public Facilities and Services

• Ensure that all Rohnert Park residents have 
access to well-maintained parks and quality 
community services and programs . 

• Maintain public facilities and infrastructure 
to enable delivery of quality services . 

Natural and Cultural Resources

• Respect and preserve the historic, 
archaeological, and biological resources in 
Rohnert Park . 

• Invest in water and air quality improvement 
measures and programs .

Health and Safety

• Ensure that the city is prepared for 
forseeable local hazards (e .g ., earthquakes, 
flood, fire) and associated challenges (e.g., 
erosion, drainage, stormwater management) 
through up-to-date emergency management 
and notification procedures. 

• Promote continued reduction, reuse, and 
recycling within the city .

Vision
Rohnert Park is a thriving, family-friendly community that is a safe, enjoyable place to live, work, and play .

City of Rohnert Park General Plan Update
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2Terminology
Land Use Development Standards
For the purposes of this Report, development standards are based on 
density for residential uses and intensity expressed by floor area ratio 
(FAR) for non-residential designations . 

What is Density?
In the context of planning, density is the amount of residential 
development within a given area . Standards of building density for 
residential uses are stated as the allowable range (i .e ., minimum and 
maximum) of dwelling units per gross acre (du/ac) .  

What is Floor area ratio?
Standards of building intensity for non-residential uses such as office, 
commercial, industrial, and institutional development are stated as a 
range (i .e ., minimum and maximum) of floor area ratios (FARs) . In the 
case of mixed-use developments that include residential uses, density 
standards are applied to the residential component while FAR standards 
are applied to the non-residential component . A site includes all 
contiguous parcels that will share parking or access . 

While FAR provides for overall development intensity, it does not specify 
the form or character of the building . Different interpretations of the 
same FAR can result in buildings of very different character . To encourage 
similar interpretations of allowed FARs, other City regulations such as 
zoning height limits, building setbacks, or open space requirements are 
used to guide the form of buildings within a given FAR range .



TABLE 2: LAND USE DEVELOPMENT ASSUMPTIONS

Min  
Density 
(du/ac)

Max  
Density 
(du/ac)

Typical 
Density 
(du/ac)

Min FAR Max FAR

Residential

Residential Estate (R-E) 0.00 2.00 2.00 -- --

Residential Low Density 
(R-L)

4.00 6.00 6.00 -- --

Residential Medium 
Density (R-M)

6.10 12.00 9.00 -- --

Residential High Density 
(R-H)

12.10 30.00 24.00 -- --

Commercial

Commercial 
Neighborhood (C-N)

-- -- -- 0.00 0.40

Commercial Regional 
(C-R)

-- -- -- 0.00 0.40

Mixed-Use Development 
(M-U)

0.00 2.00

Employment

Office (C-O) -- -- -- 0.00 1.00

Industrial (I-L) -- -- -- 0.00 1.00

Public/Institutional (P-I) -- -- -- 0.00 0.50

Public/Institutional/
Medium Density 
Residential (P-I/R-M)

-- -- -- 0.00 0.50

Business Park (B-P) -- -- -- 0.50 0.65

Buildout
Buildout refers to the amount of future development a focus area can 
support based on density and FAR standards . Buildout of a land use 
alternative is accomplished by first defining typical land use development 
standards within the city . Typically, these standards are then used to 
estimate the development capacity of each alternative by applying the 
standards to the focus areas . Assumed reductions due to vacancy rates 
and land dedicated to infrastructure (e .g ., roadways) are also accounted 
for in the buildout calculations .

stanDarDs For rohnert Park
In the case of Rohnert Park, nearly 95 percent of developable land lies 
within a Specific Plan, Planned Development, and areas that warrant 
special consideration by City staff . The development capacity of these 
areas are already defined by a Specific Plan or Planned Development 
document that includes expected buildout of the area, which is what this 
analysis uses. Other areas warrant special consideration and specific 
development parameters due to site constraints such as infrastructure 
or environmental limitations. For the remaining infill areas, standard 
development assumptions are applied . Table 2 shows the density and 
FAR assumptions used to calculate buildout in infill areas.  

2040 versus Full BuilDout
There are two types of buildout to consider for the General Plan update: 
2040 buildout and full buildout . 2040  buildout refers to what is most 
likely to develop by the year 2040, whereas full  buildout refers to the total 
development capacity of the focus areas . In other words, full buildout 
shows total development capacity of the land available for development, 
regardless of when it may develop . Issues such as environmental 
constraints and market demand will influence how much is built by 2040 . 

Source: City of Rohnert Park, 2019
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3Land Use Alternatives
Based on input from the public, TAC, Planning Commission, 
City Council, and City staff, two land use alternatives were 
developed for the purposes of this analysis . For both 
alternatives, this Report considers anticipated development 
potential in the following focus areas within the Planning 
Area (comprised of city limits, Sphere of Influence, and 
Urban Growth Boundary), shown in Figure 1 . The focus areas 
are typically vacant areas, although some are considered 
underutilized .

• Northwest Specific Plan (SP)

• Wilfred-Dowdell SP

• Stadium Lands Planned Development (PD)

• Rohnert Park Expressway (RPX) Shopping Centers

• Central Rohnert Park Priority Development Area (PDA)

• Southwest Boulevard Shopping Center

• Former Gold Ridge Elementary School Site  
(Gold Ridge Site)

• Northeast SP

• University District SP

• Canon Manor

• Southeast SP

• Sonoma Mountain Village PD (SOMO)

• Other infill opportunity sites
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No Change Alternative
The No Change Alternative (Figure 2) shows how the city will develop, or 
build out, under the existing General Plan . This alternative also assumes 
some development on certain underutilized parking lot areas (see 
discussion in the Change Alternative section) . Table 1 shows how many 
additional housing units, population, non-residential square footage, and 
jobs the No Change Alternative is expected to generate . See the Land Use 
section for a description of changes by focus area .
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FIGURE 2: NO CHANGE ALTERNATIVE MAP

TABLE 1: NO CHANGE ALTERNATIVE – EXPECTED BUILDOUT

Additional
Housing Units

Additional
Population

Additional
Square Footage

Additional
Jobs

5,947 15,483 2 .9 million 7,125
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Change Alternative
Many focus areas are the same in both alternatives, keeping their General 
Plan designation . The Change Alternative explores different land use 
options for just a handful of areas, which reflect input from the community 
outreach process . This section highlights the concepts and ideas behind the 
differences between the No Change and Change Alternatives .

Business Park lanD use Designation
The Business Park land use designation is designed to provide more 
employment opportunities, especially jobs that provide a living wage (see the 
Living Wage section for an expanded discussion) . This designation will allow 
more office, industrial, and institutional uses, with supporting commercial 
uses . Figure 3 shows all areas proposed for the Business Park designation 
under the Change Alternative . Areas redesignated include the Northwest 
Specific Plan, undeveloped portions of the Wilfred-Dowdell Specific Plan, 
areas of the Central Rohnert Park PDA that use Industrial/Commercial 
Overlay or Industrial/Office Overlay zoning districts, and areas west of 
Highway 101 that use the Industrial/Office Overlay zoning district (see  
Figure 3) .

In the northwest area (which includes the Northwest SP and  
Wilfred-Dowdell SP), the Business Park designation replaces Commercial, 
Mixed-Use, and Industrial designations to encourage non-residential 
development and provide more employment opportunities . Additionally, this 
area may be eligible for a Priority Production Area (PPA) designation, a major 
component of Plan Bay Area 2050’s Regional Growth Framework which 
shapes investments and growth in the Bay Area . A PPA designation, similar 
to a PDA designation, would make this area eligible for regional funding to 
develop this area for employment and production-related uses .
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FIGURE 3: AREAS DESIGNATED BUSINESS PARK UNDER CHANGE ALTERNATIVE 

In the Central Rohnert Park PDA and select parcels northwest of the Rohnert 
Park Expressway/Highway 101 interchange, the Business Park designation is 
intended to reflect existing uses in the area . Currently (2019), development in 
this area is guided through three regulatory layers (general plan designation, 
zoning district, and zoning overlay) . The Business Park designation aims to 
capture all allowed uses in one designation, thereby streamlining land use 
regulations . 
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Former golD riDge elementary school site
Gold Ridge Elementary School, located in G Section, closed in 2005 due 
to shifting enrollment . Since then, the buildings have been used for City 
recreation programs . Due to proximity to existing housing and high demand 
for housing regionally, the Change Alternative explores re-designating this 
site for single-family infill and institutional uses. Figure 4 shows an aerial 
view of the Gold Ridge site, outlined in yellow, and its surroundings .

rPX shoPPing centers
Both alternatives explore allowing new businesses to develop on 
underutilized parking lot space in the RPX Shopping Centers (bounded 
by Rohnert Park Expressway, Redwood Drive, Laguna Drive, and the West 
Copeland Creek Trail) shown in Figure 5 . Both the No Change and Change 
Alternative assume about 66,000 square feet of additional development on 
the parking lots for the RPX Shopping Centers . 

southWest BoulevarD shoPPing center
This shopping center is located in one of the original neighborhoods of 
Rohnert Park (shown on Figure 5) . Community input indicates that this 
shopping center could benefit from revitalization and enhancement. The 
existing General Plan designates half of this area for Mixed-Use development 
and the other half for Commercial development . The No Change Alternative 
assumes about 20,000 square feet of additional development on the parking 
lots of the Southwest Boulevard Shopping Center and some multifamily 
units . In the Change Alternative, the Southwest Boulevard is assumed to be 
developed as multifamily housing . N
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Property Owner Request Sites 

ProPerty oWner change requests
From Fall 2018 through the publication of this Report, the City has reached 
out to property owners to allow for the submittal of change requests 
concerning the land use designation applied to the property(ies) they owned . 
To date, the City has received a total of seven requests, as shown on  
Figure 6 and summarized in Table 3 . All of the requests received wanted to 
change designations from non-residential to uses that allowed residential 
development . The No Change Alternative analyzes each site using existing 
General Plan designations . The Change Alternative analyzes these sites using 
the designation requested by the property owner, with the exception of one, 
as noted in Table 3 . 

POC 
Site

Existing General Plan 
Designation

Land Use Designation 
Change Request

Acres

1 Regional Commercial High Density Residential* 7.0 ac

2 Regional Commercial High Density Residential 3.3 ac

3 Industrial Mixed-Use 2.0 ac

4 Low Density Residential High Density Residential 2.8 ac

5 Public/Institutional High Density Residential 3.5 ac

6 Mixed-Use Mixed-Use with reduced 
non-residential square 
footage to allow for 
multifamily housing

6.8 ac

7 Office Commercial Mixed-Use 2.1 ac

TABLE 3: PROPERTY OWNER CHANGE (POC) REQUESTS 

FIGURE 6: PROPERTY OWNER CHANGE REQUEST SITES

Source: City of Rohnert Park, 2019

*In March 2019, the City Council indicated a preference to avoid residential 
development in the northwest area of Rohnert Park . Based on this preference, 
POC Site 1 is analyzed with a Business Park designation in the Change Alternative, 
and not the requested residential designation .
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FIGURE 7: CHANGE ALTERNATIVE MAPother Focus areas
Apart from the areas mentioned above, the buildout of the following 
focus areas do not change between alternatives:

• the Northeast Specific Plan Area

• the Sonoma Mountain Village Planned Development,

• the Southeast Specific Plan Area

• Canon Manor, and

• Remaining infill opportunity sites that are not a Property 
Owner Change request .

Table 4 shows how many additional housing units, population, 
non-residential square footage, and jobs the Change Alternative 
is expected to generate . Figure 7 is a citywide map of the Change 
Alternative .

Additional 
Housing Units

Additional 
Population

Additional 
Square Footage

Additional 
Jobs

6,127 15,853 3 .6 million 8,327

TABLE 4: CHANGE ALTERNATIVE – EXPECTED BUILDOUT
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Development Constraints
A handful of limitations may potentially slow or hinder development in certain 
areas of the city . These constraints were not included in the analyses so 
as not to assume the “worst-case” scenario; however, these development 
constraints could reduce overall development potential .

caliFornia tiger salamanDer haBitat
Much of the property in the northwest corner of Rohnert Park is highly 
constrained by the mitigation measures related to the presence of California 
Tiger Salamander (CTS) habitat . As the CTS is a Federally-endangered 
species and a California species of special concern, development in areas 
that overlap with CTS habitat range are typically required to mitigate the 
effects of development on the habitat or be restricted in development 
potential . As projects in areas within known CTS habitat are proposed, 
environmental studies will need to be completed . Mitigation is often required 
by State and Federal wildlife agencies prior to any development .

moving aWay From  
sPeciFic Plan Designation
The Wilfred-Dowdell Specific Plan, annexed in 2009, is nearly 25 acres. The 
plan area was originally anticipated to become a mall . As of 2019, the Oxford 
Suites hotel and Amy’s Drive-Thru have been built along the northern edge of 
the specific plan area. The commercial zoning is still in place, and would need 
to be reclassified to accommodate industrial and/or business park uses, as 
proposed in the Change Alternative .

The Northwest Specific Plan was annexed in 2015, and is approximately 
100 acres . The plan area was intended to become a shopping center to 

complement the Graton Resort and Casino, as well as nearly 400 new 
apartment units . The commercial and mixed-use zoning would need to be 
changed to accommodate industrial and/or business park uses, as proposed 
in the Change Alternative .

FragmenteD Parcelization
Parcels in the Northwest Specific Plan and Northeast Specific Plan areas 
are highly fragmented, made up of a mix of smaller parcels under multiple 
ownerships . Additionally, rural residential homes are scattered throughout the 
specific plan areas, potentially making these areas more difficult to redevelop.

Photo: California Tiger Salamander 
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4Land Use Analysis 
Comparing housing, population, and employment with future regional growth projections reveals how well each alternative matches 
regional growth assumptions . Situations where capacity does not meet or exceeds projected growth can indicate that planned land use 
does not accommodate future demands . Regional projections are, however, based on past trends, data sources, and in some cases, 
regional planning objectives . They may not reflect future market demands or an individual community’s vision for the future .

Housing Units and Population
The Change Alternative provides slightly more new housing capacity 
(8,327 units) than the No Change Alternative (7,125 units) . Housing 
capacity by alternative and focus area is shown in Tables 5 and 6 .

This also means that the city can accommodate an additional 15,853 
and 15,483 people, respectively, in each alternative . Over 90 percent of 
residential housing capacity is located within a specific plan or planned 
development . Of that, a third are located in SOMO, and nearly a quarter are 
located within the University District Specific Plan. 

Plan Bay Area 2040 projects that Rohnert Park will add 4,600 new units 
by 2040. These findings show that in both alternatives, Rohnert Park’s full 
buildout capacity is sufficient to accommodate housing needs through 
the year 2040 . Plan Bay Area 2040 also estimates that Rohnert Park will 
grow by 11,960 persons, which is less than what is estimated in either 
alternative . The difference between the Plan Bay Area population estimate 
and the estimates produced by this analysis are based on the differences 
in projected housing development . 

While there is a loss of nearly 400 units in the Northwest Specific Plan 
in the Change Alternative, the changes from Property Owner Change 
requests, Gold Ridge Site, and Southwest Shopping Center allows for more 
housing capacity in the Change Alternative . All Property Owner Chnage 
requests received ask for a land use change to allow more residential 

development . Additionally, both the Gold Ridge Site and Southwest 
Shopping Center accommodate more housing in the Change Alternative . 
Accounting for these changes, the housing capacity between the two 
alternatives are fairly similar, although a slightly higher proportion of new 
multifamily units is allowed in the Change Alternative .

Photo: Vida Nueva in Rohnert Park 



Northwest SP Wilfred-Dowdell 
SP Stadium Lands PD RPX Shopping 

Centers
Central Rohnert 

Park 

Southwest 
Boulevard 

Shopping Center
Gold Ridge Site

Single Family 
(units)  -   -    -   -    -   -    -   

Multifamily 
(units)  398  -    135 -   835  24  -   

Residential Total  398 -    135 - 835  24 -   

Commercial 
(sq. feet)  458,700  178,381  35,156  12,000  430,886  20,703  -   

Office 
(sq. feet)  58,400  -   -   -   189,315  -    25,569 

Industrial 
(sq. feet)  218,200  -   -   -   119,315  -   -   

Institutional 
(sq. feet)  -   -    30,731 -   62,807  -    62,976 

Non-Residential 
Total  735,300  178,381  65,887  12,000  802,323  20,703  88,545 

Hotel Rooms 100 - 132 - 156 - -

Northwest SP Wilfred-Dowdell 
SP Stadium Lands PD RPX Shopping 

Centers
Central Rohnert 

Park

Southwest 
Boulevard 

Shopping Center
Gold Ridge Site

Single Family 
(units)  -   -    -   -    -   -    66   

Multifamily 
(units)  -   -    205 -   995  102  - 

Residential Total -   -    205 - 995  102  66 

Commercial 
(sq. feet)  193,243  78,408  -    66,343  473,975  -   -   

Office 
(sq. feet)  418,693  67,954  -   -    208,247  -   -   

Industrial 
(sq. feet)  450,900  65,340  -   -    131,247  -   -   

Institutional 
(sq. feet)  322,072  65,340  30,731 -   69,088  -    10,000 

Non-Residential 
Total  1,384,908  277,042  30,731  66,343  882,557 -    10,000 

Hotel Rooms - - 132 - 156 - -

TABLE 5: NO CHANGE BUILDOUT BY ALTERNATIVE, INDICATOR, AND FOCUS AREA (IN HOUSING UNITS AND NON-RESIDENTIAL SQUARE FOOTAGE)

TABLE 6: CHANGE BUILDOUT BY ALTERNATIVE, INDICATOR, AND FOCUS AREA (IN HOUSING UNITS AND NON-RESIDENTIAL SQUARE FOOTAGE)
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Source: Mintier Harnish, 2019; ADE, 2019

Source: Mintier Harnish, 2019; ADE, 2019
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Northeast SP University 
District SP Canon Manor Southeast SP SOMO Other Infill Sites Total

2040 
Projected 
Demand

Single Family 
(units)  709   1,050  28  331  864  12  2,994  2,316 

Multifamily  
(units)  269  218  -    81  886  107  2,953  2,284 

Residential Total  978 – 1,085*  1,268  28  412  1,750  119  5,947 4,600

Commercial  
(sq. feet)  -    100,000  -    10,000  123,000  114,725  1,483,551  895,100 

Office  
(sq. feet)  -    -    -    -    -    303,792  577,076  244,800 

Industrial  
(sq. feet)  -    -    -    -    -    273,618  611,133  329,000 

Institutional  
(sq. feet)  -    -    -    -    5,500  80,134  242,148  364,700 

Non-Residential 
Total  -    100,000  -    10,000  128,500  772,270  2,913,909 1,833,600

Hotel Rooms - - - - - 196 584 N/A

Northeast SP University 
District SP Canon Manor Southeast SP SOMO Other Infill Sites Total

2040 
Projected 
Demand

Single Family 
(units)  709  1,034  46  331  864  18  3,002  2,254 

Multifamily  
(units)  269  356  -    81  886  165  3,125  2,346 

Residential Total  978 – 1,085*  1,390  46  412  1,750  183  6,127 4,600

Commercial  
(sq. feet)  -    50,000  -    10,000  123,000  137,543  1,132,512  899,300 

Office  
(sq. feet)  -    -    -    -    -    263,400  958,294  244,800 

Industrial  
(sq. feet)  -    -    -    -    -    273,618  921,105  329,000 

Institutional  
(sq. feet)  -    -    -    -    5,500  43,570  546,301  364,700 

Non-Residential 
Total  -    50,000  -    10,000  128,500  718,132  3,558,213  1,837,800 

Hotel Rooms - - - - - 196 484 N/A

*Rohnert Park’s current General Plan provides a buildout range for the NESPA . This alternatives analysis modeled 978 units .
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Non-Residential Square Footage and Employment
The city’s job base is heavily weighted towards retail, hospitality, and health 
care/social assistance jobs that typically have lower pay rates . While these 
are also the jobs with the highest projected job growth in the near term, 
the strength of Rohnert Park’s job base actually lies in utilities, metal and 
electronics manufacturing, telecommunications, social assistance, and 
hospitality . Tables 4 and 5 show the square footage capacity of each non-
residential use by each alternative and focus area .

Currently, there is an oversupply of retail land . While commercial development 
provides fiscal benefits to the City through increased sales tax revenues, the 
market demand compared to the supply of vacant land means that some of 
the existing vacant commercial land may remain vacant for extended periods 
of time and not generate any sales tax revenue . Commercial space includes 
more than just taxable retail sales space . About one-third of commercial 
space is occupied by personal and professional services . These uses typically 
do not generate as much sales tax and, therefore, are not included in the 

sales tax leakage analysis . In addition, a portion of the business-to-business 
demand is met through other industrial or office businesses. 

It is important to plan for a slight excess of development capacity in order to 
maintain a flexible commercial real estate market . Using these adjustments 
and adding 20 percent for excess capacity, the total 2040 commercial 
demand totals 895,100 square feet for the No Change Alternative, and 
899,300 square feet for the Change Alternative . This constitutes the internal 
demand generated by each alternative . Additional commercial growth could 
occur by attracting sales from consumers and businesses outside Rohnert 
Park . The commercial development capacity for the No Change Alternative is 
1 .5 million square feet (approximately 4,100 jobs) . For the Change Alternative, 
the commercial development capacity is 1 .1 million (approximately 3,100 
jobs) . Full buildout for both alternatives provides more capacity than the 
projected square footage demand through 2040 .
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The office demand in 2040 is projected to be approximately 245,000 square 
feet . The No Change Alternative provides around 577,000 square feet and 
1,550 jobs, while the Change Alternative provides 958,000 square feet 
of office space and 2,580 jobs. Both alternatives exceed 2040 demand; 
however, market dynamics for office space in Rohnert Park are complex. 
The current lack of a vibrant downtown work environment and modern office 
spaces inhibits demand from firms that might otherwise wish to locate in 
Rohnert Park, creating a weak real estate market for office development. 
While projected growth of office jobs under current circumstances is very 
modest, nearly 3,000 Rohnert Park residents commute to office jobs outside 
the city . The development of Station Avenue would attract new kinds of 
design, technology, and professional service firms to the city. This presents 
opportunities to attract some of the existing 3,000 out-commuters as well 

as new graduates entering the workforce to find high-paying jobs right in 
Rohnert Park . 

The current industrial real estate market is quite strong, with low vacancy 
rates and growing rents . The projected 2040 demand for industrial space 
is roughly 329,000 square feet . The No Change Alternative would provide 
about 611,000 square feet and 950 jobs, and the Change Alternative would 
provide nearly 921,000 square feet and 1,440 jobs . While both alternatives 
exceed demand, the Economics Whitepaper discussed how demand from 
other categories could potentially use industrial spaces . For instance, 
many retailers are developing distribution centers for “last mile” delivery to 
customers, which would use industrial spaces . Additionally, industrial jobs 
tend to provide good living-wage incomes for employees . 

Photo: Expressway Marketplace in Rohnert Park 
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The 2040 demand for institutional uses is nearly 365,000 square feet . While 
the No Change Alternative does not provide enough capacity at 242,000 
square feet and 500 jobs, the Change Alternative exceeds this demand 
with a capacity of 546,000 square feet and over 1,170 jobs . Although the 
Change Alternative provides more than enough capacity for Rohnert Park, 
on a countywide basis, the largest projected square footage demand comes 
from institutional uses such as government, health care, and education, 
suggesting an opportunity to capture some of this demand in Rohnert Park .

Compared to the No Change Alternative, the Change Alternative offers more 
capacity for office, institutional, and industrial uses mainly due to the shift 
from Commercial to the Business Park land use designation . This land use 
change also shifts employment opportunities towards higher-paying jobs, 
which may allow more Rohnert Park residents to work in the city and further 
support existing commercial uses by boosting household purchasing power . 
While there is an increase in office, institutional, and industrial capacity 
in this alternative, there is a slight decrease in commercial capacity . Even 
though there are differences in development capacity between the two 
alternatives, both offer enough capacity to meet projected 2040 demand for 
these uses . 
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Economic and Fiscal Analysis
The Economic and Fiscal Analysis section addresses jobs-housing balance, living wage, retail leakage, and fiscal impacts. The analyses for jobs-housing 
balance and fiscal impacts cover both full buildout and 2040 buildout to better assess the economic and fiscal implications of each alternative. Living wage 
and retail leakage only consider full buildout for a clearer comparison; due to the nature of analysis, applying the 2040 market constraints would make it 
difficult to observe any differences between the two alternatives.

Jobs-Housing Balance
Jobs-housing balance is a measure of how well the local economy provides 
jobs for the local labor force . It compares the number of jobs to the number 
of housing units in the community, with an ideal range between 1 .0 and 
1 .5 jobs per housing unit . A good balance of jobs to housing can also have 
environmental and social benefits. There is potential for reduced driving and 
congestion due to reduced need to commute far away to work . With less 
driving there is also less air pollution and lower costs to businesses and 
commuters . Quality of life can also improve as residents spend less time 
commuting and more time in the community, being active, and with their 
friends and families .

In 2017, Rohnert Park had a ratio of 0 .90 jobs for every housing unit . This 
represents a slight increase from 2010 when the ratio was 0 .88, and serves 
as an indicator that employment growth has occurred at a slightly faster rate 
than housing development in recent years . Based on full buildout of housing 
and employment capacity, the No Change Alternative is projected to have a 
jobs-housing ratio of 1 .24, and the Change Alternative is projected to have an 
even higher ratio of 1 .48, as shown in Figure 8 . 

Considering 2040 market absorption, also shown in Figure 8, the jobs-
housing ratio for both the No Change Alternative (0 .96) and Change 
Alternative (1 .15) fall within the ideal jobs-housing ratio range . These 
ratios are higher than the 0 .90 jobs-housing ratio in 2017, indicating that 

employment growth will continue to occur at a slightly faster rate than 
housing development through the year 2040 . Overall, jobs are expected to 
grow more as labor force grows with new housing development .
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Living Wage
Living wage is important in understanding whether jobs provided by planned 
land uses support residents in the city . In other words, can the jobs in the city 
pay enough for their employees to live and shop locally? The measure for a 
living wage is the hourly wage rate a household with two working adults and 
two children would need to earn to stay above the poverty line .

According to the Living Wage Calculator, developed by the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (2018) (http://livingwage .mit .edu/counties/06097), 
the hourly rate for a living wage in Rohnert Park would be $20 .10 per hour 
(average wage rate for each of the two working adults in the household) . 

For a household of two adults and two children, but with only one working 
adult, the living wage would be $31 .90 per hour for the working adult . The 
total household earnings for a four-person household with one working adult 
is lower than that of a household with two working adults since only one 
wage is earned . Additionally, some savings in child care and transportation 
costs may result when one adult stays at home .

As shown in Table 7, the jobs represented in the different land use categories 
provide significantly different average wages. The commercial uses have 
higher concentrations of less-skilled and lower-paying occupations . As a 
result, the hourly wages for these uses average less than $15 per hour . This 

Job Type
Average 
Hourly Wage

Living Wage for family of four 
with two working adults and 
two children

Living Wage for family of four 
with one working adult and two 
children

New Jobs - 
No Change 
Alternative

New Jobs -  
Change 
Alternative

Commercial $14.65 No No 4,109 3,691
Office $29.91 Yes No 1,552 2,580
Institutional $20.53 Yes No 509 1,169
Industrial (Other) $39.56 Yes Yes 904 1,393
Warehousing $30.74 Yes No 51 51
Total Jobs -- -- -- 7,125 8,884
Percent of jobs that pay above living wage 
(two working adults, two children)

$20.10 42.3% 58.5%

Percent of jobs that pay above living wage 
(one working adult, two children)

$31.90 12.7% 15.7%

TABLE 7: COMPARISON OF JOBS ALTERNATIVES AND LIVING WAGE

Source: ADE, Inc, 2019 .; data from MIT Living Wage Calculator, and California EDD
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means that the average wage for commercial jobs would not provide a living 
wage for a two-earner household with two children . The average wage of 
institutional jobs ($20 .53 per hour) is only slightly above the living wage 
level.  In general, the office ($29.91 per hour), warehousing ($30.74 per hour), 
and industrial jobs ($39 .56 per hour) have higher average hourly wages, and 
would typically provide an employee with an average hourly wage rate that 
could support a two-earner household with two children . Only industrial jobs 
have an average hourly wage above the living wage threshold for a four-
person household with a single earner and two children . It should be noted 
that a household with two working adults can still earn above the living wage 
level if one of the two working adults earns enough to raise the average 
hourly wage for each working adult above $20 .10 . 

Considering the mix of jobs each alternative provides will illustrate how well 
each alternative supports residents in the city . The No Change Alternative has 
the capacity to support 7,125 jobs . Of those, 42 .3 percent would provide a 
living wage for a two-earner household, and only 12 .7 percent of those would 
provide a living wage for a one-earner household . The Change Alternative 
has the capacity to support 8,884 jobs . Of those, 58 .5 percent would provide 
a living wage for a two-earner household, and 15 .7 percent would provide a 
living wage for a one-earner household . Comparing the two alternatives, the 
Change Alternative would be able to provide more living wage jobs . 

Retail Leakage
Having the appropriate amount of retail development helps to ensure 
residents have adequate access to products and services locally . Retail 
leakage is a term used to identify retail categories where resident demand is 
being met in nearby communities . Even though Rohnert Park has an excess 
of commercial capacity, the retail market still shows some categories 
with existing retail leakage . Local sales taxes, which help fund municipal 
services, are consequently diverted away from Rohnert Park to surrounding 
communities . While it may suggest a shortcoming in Rohnert Park’s 
existing retail offerings, retail leakage also represents retail demand and 
opportunities to recapture retail sales that the city currently loses .

There is currently (2019) approximately 230,500 square feet (roughly the 
size of two big box stores such as Target and Costco) of demand to capture 
retail sales from local market spending . This leakage occurs primarily in 
apparel, specialty retail, and business-to-business sales, which is in line with 
public input indicating the desire to see more specialty retail and boutique 
shops in Rohnert Park . In addition, there is demand for service businesses 
that occupy commercial space, estimated at 76,100 square feet . 

Table 8 shows a breakdown of retail leakage by retail group type . The  
No Change Alternative could support an additional 730,900 square feet 
of retail space, while the Change Alternative could support about 782,400 
square feet . These values include demand from non-retail commercial 
businesses and a market allowance to maintain a flexible commercial real 
estate market . Combined with the existing retail leakage of 367,900 square 
feet, Rohnert Park could support 1,099,000 square feet of retail for the 
No Change Alternative and 1,150,000 square feet of retail for the Change 
Alternative . Overall, this is a small difference in retail demand between 
alternatives .
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Retail Group

Existing No Change Alternative Change Alternative

Square Footage Demand
Consumer  
Spending Square Footage Demand

Consumer  
Spending Square Footage Demand

Total Commercial Demand 367,900 $247,244,890 730,900 $293,031,004 782,400

Total Retail Demand 230,500 $184,129,690 458,000 $197,632,960 490,200

Apparel Stores 36,100 $5,787,000 22,600 $5,963,100 23,300
General Merchandise 9,500 $20,615,200 79,100 $21,242,500 81,500

Specialty Retail 14,700 $5,555,400 22,600 $5,724,500 23,200
Food, Eating and Drinking 4,900 $40,179,800 93,800 $41,402,500 96,700
Home furnishings Group - $7,760,100 17,900 $7,996,200 18,400

    Gasoline Service Stations - $13,760,600 9,000 $14,179,300 9,200
    Auto Parts & Accessories - $696,500 3,500 $717,700 3,600

Business to Business 165,300 $89,775,090 209,500 $100,407,160 234,300
Non-Retail Commercial Businesses 76,100 $23,942,214 151,100 $47,538,351 161,800
Market Allowance 61,300 $39,172,986 121,800 $47,859,693 130,400

TABLE 8: RETAIL LEAKAGE

Compared with total land capacity for commercial development (see  
Tables 5 and 6), land capacity exceeds projected demand for retail square 
footage in both alternatives . This difference in capacity and demand tempers 
projected revenue expected from commercial development in the future (see 
the Fiscal Impacts section for a detailed discussion) .

Source: ADE, Inc ., 2019
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Fiscal Impacts
The fiscal analysis for this Alternatives Report compares the effect of the 
proposed alternatives on the City’s tax base and costs to provide municipal 
services . This section looks at the future cost impacts of development and 
whether the tax base created by the new growth will pay for the services 
needed to serve the new residents and businesses. The analysis uses a fiscal 
model developed specifically for Rohnert Park, which was presented in the 
Economic Whitepaper prepared earlier in the General Plan update process 
(available on http://envisionrp .com/library/general-plan-documents .html) . 
The model has been updated to reflect current (2019) market values for new 
residential and non-residential development .

The City generates revenues from a variety of sources, including property 
taxes, sales taxes, and special taxes and fees. Evaluating the fiscal 
implications of land use is critical to ensuring the City can maintain public 
facilities and infrastructure and provide services . Taxes and fees collected to 
fund public services vary based on different development types . Residential 
land uses typically require a higher level of services than do non-residential 
land uses . City residents use parks, recreation facilities, and emergency 
response services to a higher degree than businesses . Depending on 
the amount of property tax paid by homeowners, and to some degree, 
the amount of household retail shopping captured in the city, residential 
uses may not generate enough revenue to pay for the public services they 
consume . In the current housing market, some residential prices are high 
enough that initial property taxes and other revenues are sufficient to pay for 
existing levels of City services . However, on average both single-family and 
multifamily units are showing a slight negative fiscal impact in this analysis. 
In addition, over time, assessed values may decline in relation to escalating 

Photo: Amy’s Drive-Thru at Golf Course Drive and Redwood Drive
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TABLE 9: REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES – NO CHANGE ALTERNATIVE – FULL BUILDOUT

TABLE 10: REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES – NO CHANGE ALTERNATIVE – 2040 BUILDOUT

services costs, so the fiscal performance of the alternatives should be 
considered a best-case picture at present .

Tables 9 and 11 present revenues and expenditures by land use based on 
full buildout of the No Change Alternative and Change Alternative . In the No 
Change Alternative (Table 9), single-family development ($5 .8 million in total 
revenue) contributes the most to City revenue, followed by commercial  
($4.0 million), multifamily ($3.0 million), lodging ($2.0 million) and office  
($0 .4 million) . Single-family development also has the highest expenses  
($6 .2 million in expenditures), followed by multifamily ($3 .4 million), 
commercial ($1.3 million), lodging ($0.4 million) and office ($0.3 million) 
development . If completely buildout, the No Change Alternative would 
annually generate $15 .8 million in revenue and need $11 .8 million in 
expenditures. As a result, the City General Fund would see a net fiscal benefit 
of nearly $4 .0 million per year (Table 9) under the No Change Alternative . 

In the Change Alternative (Table 11), revenue from single-family development 
($5 .8 million) still contributes the most to City revenues, followed by 
multifamily ($3 .4 million), commercial ($2 .4 million), lodging ($1 .6 million) 

and office ($0.7 million) development. Single-family development has the 
highest expenses ($6 .1 million), followed by multifamily ($3 .9 million), 
commercial ($1.0 million), office ($0.5 million), and lodging ($0.3 million). If 
completely built out, the Change Alternative would annually generate $14 .8 
million in revenue and need $12 .1 million in expenditures . As a result, the City 
General Fund would see a net fiscal benefit of $2.7 million per year under the 
Change Alternative .  

Additional fiscal analysis was prepared for market-based scenarios that 
reflect what is likely to be developed by the year 2040 (Tables 10 and 12), 
as opposed to full buildout . The Economic Whitepaper presented future 
employment growth projections for Rohnert Park, which were equivalent to 
about a 1 percent per year annual growth rate, nearly double the rate the City 
has experienced over the past ten years . Extending this rate out to 2040, the 
City would still only see about 66 percent of the non-residential development 
in the No Change Alternative and 60 percent of the growth in the No Change 
Alternative. As a result, there is less of a fiscal benefit for both Alternatives 
under the market-based scenario (i .e ., what is likely to develop by 2040), 

Total Single Family Multifamily Commercial Office Industrial Institutional Lodging

Revenues $15,842,000 $5,852,000 $3,005,000 $4,031,000 $437,000 $399,000 $135,000 $1,983,000 
Expenditures $11,852,000 $6,222,000 $3,445,000 $1,268,000 $287,000 $177,000 $94,000 $359,000 
Budget Net (Deficit)/Surplus $3,990,000 ($370,000) ($440,000) $2,763,000 $150,000 $222,000 $41,000 $1,624,000 

Total Single Family Multifamily Commercial Office Industrial Institutional Lodging

Revenues $10,496,000 $4,529,000 $2,326,000 $2,040,000 $185,000 $215,000 $135,000 $1,066,000 
Expenditures $8,747,000 $4,816,000 $2,666,000 $761,000 $122,000 $95,000 $94,000 $193,000 
Budget Net (Deficit)/Surplus $1,749,000 ($287,000) ($340,000) $1,279,000 $63,000 $120,000 $41,000 $873,000 

Source: ADE, Inc ., 2019

Source: ADE, Inc ., 2019
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TABLE 11: REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES – CHANGE ALTERNATIVE – FULL BUILDOUT

TABLE 12: REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES – CHANGE ALTERNATIVE – 2040 BUILDOUT

although both Alternatives still result in positive annual net revenue . The No 
Change Alternative would see a net fiscal benefit of $1.7million (Table 10), 
and the Change Alternative would see a net fiscal benefit of $1.8 million per 
year (Table 12) .

Overall, the fiscal analysis underscores the importance of economic 
development and a vibrant commercial sector in balancing the City’s 
operating budget . Non-residential land uses help support community services 
in the residential neighborhoods because they have a lower demand for 
City services in comparison to the tax revenues they generate, especially 
sales taxes . However, it is important to have the right mix of businesses and 
commercial development . The existing General Plan represented in the No 
Change Alternative, allocates more land to commercial development than can 
be absorbed by future population and business growth . If that commercial 
could develop, it would generate significant fiscal benefits for Rohnert Park, 
as indicated in the higher net figures shown for the buildout scenario of that 
alternative . However, the market projections for 2040 indicate that much 

less commercial is likely to develop, leaving the No Change Alternative much 
lower than its buildout potential . 

The Change Alternative includes a component of commercial development 
that is better matched to the projected market demand . In lieu of the excess 
commercial land, the alternative allocates additional land to office, industrial, 
and institutional uses . These uses will help increase incomes for workers 
in Rohnert Park, helping to sustain the housing market and increasing 
purchasing power for additional retail development .

Total Single Family Multifamily Commercial Office Industrial Institutional Lodging

Revenues $14,814,000 $5,846,000 $3,456,000 $2,422,000 $727,000 $607,000 $113,000 $1,643,000 
Expenditures $12,116,000 $6,114,000 $3,953,000 $967,000 $477,000 $268,000 $39,000 $298,000 
Budget Net (Deficit)/Surplus $2,698,000 ($268,000) ($497,000) $1,455,000 $250,000 $339,000 $74,000 $1,345,000 

Total Single Family Multifamily Commercial Office Industrial Institutional Lodging

Revenues $10,553,000 $4,390,000 $2,595,000 $2,026,000 $185,000 $217,000 $73,000 $1,066,000 
Expenditures $8,764,000 $4,592,000 $2,969,000 $768,000 $122,000 $96,000 $25,000 $193,000 
Budget Net (Deficit)/Surplus $1,789,000 ($202,000) ($374,000) $1,258,000 $63,000 $121,000 $48,000 $873,000 

Source: ADE, Inc ., 2019

Source: ADE, Inc ., 2019
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6Transportation Analysis
The Transportation Analysis of Alternatives section looks at vehicle trips 
and vehicle miles traveled (VMT) generated by each alternative at full 
buildout .

For the purposes of this analysis, the focus areas expected to change the 
most have been grouped into four larger areas for analysis, as follows . 
Figure 9 shows these four larger areas . See Figure 1 for locations of 
specific planned areas described here.  

1. West Side: Includes most of the areas west of Highway 101, 
including the Northwest SP, Wilfred-Dowdell SP, Stadium Lands 
PD, the RPX Shopping Centers, several vacant parcels north of 
the Stadium Lands PD, and a few vacant parcels north of the RPX 
Shopping Centers .

2. Central Rohnert Park: Includes most of the areas between 
Highway 101 and the Sonoma-Marin Area Rail Transit (SMART) rail 
line, including the Central Rohnert Park PDA, the Station Avenue 
project, and the Southwest Boulevard Shopping Center .

3. Northeast Side: Includes the Northeast Specific Plan and University 
District Specific Plan, as well as St. John’s Church site, and a 
handful of other vacant parcels west of the University District SP .

4. Southeast Side: Includes the Sonoma Mountain  
Village PD area and the Southeast Specific Plan area.

Planned land use changes in other areas of the Planning Area (for 
example, the Gold Ridge Elementary School site and the Canon Manor 
area) are isolated in nature and surrounded by land uses with little 
interaction potential . Accordingly, these sites were not included in the trip 
and VMT analysis as the trip reduction potential would be very limited . Any 
additional vehicle trips or VMT generated by these sites would be directly 
proportional to the amount of land use added .
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vehicle triPs 
The number of total trips generated by land uses in the change areas were 
analyzed to determine how the land use patterns may contribute trips to 
the local roadway system, estimating the number of weekday daily, morning 
(AM) peak hour, and evening (PM) peak hour trips . AM peak hour and PM 
peak hour trips are typically correlated to periods of traffic congestion, 
whereas the daily trips are useful for estimating VMT . Table 13 shows the 
breakdown between AM peak hour, PM peak hour, and daily trips by No 
Change and Change Alternatives .

West Side
In the No Change Alternative, the west side of the city would generate  
3,170 AM peak hour trips, 7,830 PM peak hour trips, and 82,700 total daily 
trips external to the area . This means 82,700 trips would begin in the 

TABLE 13: PEAK HOURS AND TOTAL DAILY TRIPS

northwest area and end outside the area every day under the No Change 
Alternative . By comparison, the Change Alternative would result in  
3,630 AM peak hour trips, 7,450 PM peak hour trips, and 82,100 total daily 
trips external to the area, which is 600 fewer daily trips, or roughly  
0 .7 percent fewer trips than the No Change Alternative . 

The existing SMART system has a station in Rohnert Park and a station in 
Cotati, both of which serve Rohnert Park residents . The role of SMART on 
reducing trips and VMT would have a regional impact, as this line serves as a 
regional connection across counties .

It is important to note that, regardless of the selected land use alternative 
carried forward in the Rohnert Park 2040 General Plan, future traffic 
congestion levels may increase throughout the city due to the regional  
nature of travel patterns and trip-making, which is driven by Rohnert 
Park’s location relative to Santa Rosa, Petaluma, and the remainder of the 
San Francisco Bay Area . Because of this, additional investments in the 
multimodal transportation system may be required to achieve the City’s 
Level of Service standard, future established VMT thresholds, and other 
congestion-related goals and policies .

Peak Hour  
AM Trips

Peak Hour  
PM Trips

Total Daily Trips

West Side

No Change 3,170 7,830 82,700

Change 3,630 7,450 82,100

Central Rohnert Park

No Change 3,850 6,270 71,600

Change 3,980 6,910 74,000

Northeast Side

No Change 1,990 2,820 29,000

Change 2,010 2,730 28,400

Southeast Side

No Change 1,880 2,600 26,600

Change 1,880 2,600 26,600

Source: Fehr & Peers, 2019
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Traffic Analysis

The MainStreet program applies the EPA-approved methodology 
(MXD+) for the determination of trip generation reductions associated 
with the placement of related land uses in proximity to one another, 
as well as the presence of high-quality pedestrian, bicycle, and transit 
facilities . The traditional methods for estimating trips solely using the 
Institute of Transportation Engineers Trip Generation Manual  have 
been shown to overestimate trip generation by as much as 50 percent . 
By considering the local and regional context of land uses, MainStreet 
produces estimates that are substantially more precise .  

Additionally, the MainStreet program uses trip length data (by trip 
purpose) from the Sonoma County Transportation Authority (SCTA) 
travel demand model and the Metropolitan Transportation Commission 
(MTC) travel demand model to convert trips generated to VMT 
generated by the land uses in the change area .

The difference between the two alternatives is largely caused by a decrease 
in housing under the Change Alternative in this area, and a substantial 
increase in the amount of non-residential uses from the No Change to 
Change Alternative . The increase in AM peak hour trips in the Change 
Alternative can be attributed to the conversion from residential uses to 
employment-focused uses, which typically results in a higher number of 
AM peak hour trips generated (as the density of persons increases under 
an employment scenario) . The slight decrease in PM peak hour trips can be 
attributed to a more efficient land use mix in the change area; while vehicle 
trips may be generated, they would stay internal to the change area (i .e ., the 
impacts of new development would be localized) . 

In the Change Alternative, there are more AM peak hour trips and less PM 
peak hour trips than the No Change Alternative . This is explained by the shift 
from commercial-focused uses to more employment-focused uses . Since 
commercial uses generate less AM peak hour trips, this results in a higher 
number of AM peak hour trips and a lower number of PM peak hour trips 
generated in the Change Alternative .

Changes in generated trips would mostly affect the US 101/Golf Course 
Drive-Wilfred Avenue interchange, US 101/Rohnert Park Expressway 
interchange, and the rural roadways (Wilfred Avenue and Millbrae Avenue) 
that provide connections to Stony Point Road .

Central Rohnert Park 
In the Central Rohnert Park area, the No Change Alternative would generate 
3,850 AM peak hour trips, 6,720 PM peak hour trips, and 71,600 total daily 
trips external to the area . By comparison, the Change Alternative would result 
in 3,980 AM peak hour trips, 6,910 PM peak hour trips, and 74,000 total daily 
trips external to the area (Table 13), which is 2,400 more daily trips, or about 
3 percent more than the No Change Alternative . This difference is primarily 
due to the increase of non-residential uses under the Change Alternative . 
However, the effects of increased trips and potential congestion are softened 
by the proximity of these non-residential uses to residential uses in the 
surrounding area, as well as the large number of arterial roadways serving 
this area, across which these trips would be distributed . 

The additional external trips would primarily be accommodated by Rohnert 
Park Expressway and Commerce Boulevard to reach the portions of the city 
east of the SMART line, the US 101/Golf Course Drive interchange, and the 
US 101/Rohnert Park Expressway interchange . 
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Northeast Side
The northeast side area (primarily from growth in the Northeast Specific Plan 
and University District Specific Plan) would, in the No Change Alternative, 
generate 1,990 AM peak hour trips, 2,820 PM peak hour trips, and  
29,000 total daily trips external to the area (Table 13) . The Change Alternative 
would generate 2,010 AM peak hour trips, 2,730 PM peak hour trips, and 
28,400 daily trips . 

There is a shift toward more residential uses in the Change Alternative, which 
is a lower traffic-generating use, resulting in about 600 trips, or roughly 2 
percent fewer trips per day . Trips generated would be accommodated on 
Rohnert Park Expressway, Snyder Lane, and Petaluma Hill Road .

Additionally, the proximity of the northeast side area and the University 
District Specific Plan to existing and planned bicycle and pedestrian facilities, 
such as the creek trails, sidewalks, and bike lanes may result in additional 
non-motorized trips between these focus areas and the rest of the city . 

Southeast Side
The SOMO Village area would generate 1,880 AM peak trips, 2,600 PM peak 
trips, and 26,600 total daily trips external to the area (Table 13) . The number 
of trips generated would be the same between alternatives since the land 
use program is identical between the No Change and Change Alternatives . 
These trips would be accommodated on Camino Colegio, Valley House Drive, 
Bodway Parkway, the planned Bodway Parkway extension from Valley House 
Drive to East Railroad, Petaluma Hill Road, and East Cotati Avenue .

The existing multiuse trail adjacent to the SMART rail connects directly to 
SOMO Village, suggesting that future residents in this area will have access 
to this trail and make additional non-motorized trips between SOMO Village 

and the rest of the city . Additionally, SOMO residents and workers would be 
served by the Cotati SMART Station about a mile away, suggesting that future 
residents and workers in this area would be able to use regional transit in 
place of vehicle trips for travel to other parts of the Bay Area .

Photo: SMART train at the Rohnert Park station
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vehicle miles traveleD
VMT is closely related to the number of trips generated by a land use 
program, but instead of just counting the number of trips, this metric is 
calculated by summing the length of all vehicle trips . The VMT metric is used 
to measure the environmental efficiency of the connection between land 
use and the transportation system . Lower VMT rates can be the result of 
better land use planning and more efficient uses of resources. Importantly, 
Senate Bill (SB) 743 (2013) will require that by July 1, 2020, agencies include 
an assessment of VMT, thresholds of significance, and mitigation measures 
when identifying and mitigating transportation impacts required by the 
California Environmental Quality Act .  

West Side
For the areas west of Highway 101, the No Change Alternative would 
generate 19,100 AM peak hour VMT, 40,700 PM peak hour VMT, and  
418,900 daily VMT . The Change Alternative would generate 22,900 AM peak 
hour VMT, 40,500 PM peak hour VMT, and 437,000 daily VMT  
(Table 14) . This roughly 4 percent increase is largely due to a reduction of 
housing in this area, increase in employment, and shift from commercial-
focused uses to more employment-focused uses such as office and 
industrial uses, resulting in a higher VMT in the Change Alternative .

Central Rohnert Park
In the Central Rohnert Park area, the No Change Alternative would generate 
26,400 AM peak hour VMT, 39,200 PM peak hour VMT, and 400,400 daily 
VMT . The Change Alternative would generate just slightly more VMT, with 
27,300 AM peak hour VMT, 40,400 PM peak hour VMT, and 413,500 daily VMT 
(Table 14) . The nearly 3 percent increase in VMT from the No Change to the 

Change Alternative is due to the increase in non-residential square footage . 
However, the proximity of residential uses to this area tempers the increase, 
promoting shorter trips to work for some .

TABLE 14: PEAK HOURS AND TOTAL DAILY VEHICLE MILES TRAVELED

Peak Hour  
AM VMT

Peak Hour  
PM VMT

Total Daily VMT

West Side

No Change 19,100 40,700 418,900

Change 22,900 40,500 437,000

Central Rohnert Park

No Change 26,400 39,200 400,400

Change 27,300 40,400 413,500

Northeast Side

No Change 15,700 18,900 177,600

Change 16,100 17,700 175,200

Southeast Side

No Change 14,800 17,500 162,800

Change 14,800 17,500 162,800

Source: Fehr & Peers, 2019
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Northeast Side
The northeast side area would, in the No Change Alternative, generate  
15,700 AM peak hour VMT, 18,900 PM peak hour VMT, and 177,600 daily 
VMT . The Change Alternative would generate 16,100 AM peak hour VMT, 
17,700 PM peak hour VMT, and 175,200 daily VMT (Table 14) . The 1 percent 
decrease in VMT is attributed to the shift towards slightly more housing in 
the Change Alternative .

Southeast Side
In the SOMO Village area, the No Change and Change Alternatives both 
generate 14,800 AM peak hour VMT, 17,500 PM peak hour VMT, and  
162,800 daily VMT (Table 14) . There is no change in land use between the 
two alternatives in this area .
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Other Considerations
The analyses used in this Report rely, fundamentally, on how many acres of each land use designation are 
on the ground . However, there are many other ideas and options to consider through policy, not just the ones 
analyzed in this Report . Other changes in the General Plan Update will be incorporated through the policy-
writing process and include social and physical connectivity actions:

Social Connectivity:

• Develop design guidelines for corridors (RPX, 
Dowdell north-south connection) to enhance 
sense of place and identity in Rohnert Park

• Enhance Downtown node for connectivity to 
neighborhoods and SSU

• Enhance SSU node through entryway and 
wayfinding design

• Create/enhance Westside node at shopping 
center by activating the space with non-
permanent programming

• Support development of Dowdell as a green 
corridor

• Explore additional amenities for the Westside, 
such as community centers, parks, etc .

• Implementation of the corridor plan along 
Southwest Boulevard 

Physical connectivity:

Make State Farm overpass over Highway 101 a 
priority project

Develop bike/pedestrian overpass or underpass at 
Highway 101 and Copeland Creek; this could include 
additional enhancements such as lighting and trash 
receptacles

Develop north-south linkages for pedestrian/bicycle 
trails along Dowdell corridor

Enhance connections between the SMART multi-use 
path, Hinebaugh Creek Trail, and Copeland Creek Trail

Enhance bike/pedestrian facilities on both Hinebaugh 
Creek Trail and Copeland Creek Trail

Photo: Oxford Suites Hotel from 
Golf Course Drive/Redwood Drive 
intersection
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FISCAL ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY 

The fiscal analysis of the land use alternatives is based on estimates derived from the City FY 2018-

2019 operating budget (Table A) and the analysis of how different land uses affect City service cost 

and tax revenues, as described in the Economics White Paper published in October 2018. This section 

describes these calculations in more detail. 

Table A: City of Rohnert Park 2018-2019 General Fund Operating Budget 

REVENUES BUDGET 

GENERAL FUND  

Taxes  

Property Tax $4,153,000 

Property Tax in lieu of VLF $3,100,000 

Real Property Transfer Tax $206,000 

Sales Tax $11,707,604 

Transient Occupancy Tax $3,600,000 

Franchise Fees $2,683,000 

Intergovernmental $359,750 

Interest Earnings and Rents $713,641 

Charges for Service $1,745,026 

Community Service Fees $1,393,810 

Cost Allocation Plan Revenues $2,142,366 

Licenses and Permits $3,498,988 

Fines and Forfeitures $78,200 

Miscellaneous Revenues $75,000 

Transfers in $4,220,050 

Non-General Fund: Gas Tax $1,076,477 

 TOTAL REVENUES  $40,752,912 

EXPENDITURES  

General Government $10,041,350 

Development Services $3,501,875 

Public Safety $16,979,697 

Animal Services $602,789 

Public Works $3,293,591 

Community Services $2,372,408 

Performing Arts Center $949,725 

Transfers Out $2,515,000 

 TOTAL EXPENDITURES  $40,256,435 

 TOTAL NET  $496,477  

 

The analysis allocates major revenues such as the property tax, sales tax and transient occupancy tax 

(TOT) to land uses based on estimated socioeconomic characteristics of the land uses and the 

legislative tax formulas. Other revenues and most service costs are allocated based on per capita 

formulas using the existing budget data and population and employment levels in Rohnert Park. 
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Each section below describes the major assumptions and data sources used for each revenue and cost 

category. 

Property Tax. The property tax is based on projected market values for future development (Table 

B). ADE researched prices for recent residential development in Rohnert Park and recent sales of 

properties that match the densities in the Alternatives. For non-residential properties, the sample of 

recent property development and sales is very limited, so we supplemented the data with information 

on asking prices for properties listed by Keegan and Coppin. Since Rohnert Park has experienced lower 

non-residential lease rates than much of the surrounding market area, we have reduced the non-

residential property values by about 25 percent below the data supplied in the commercial brokerage 

reports. 

Table B: Projected Assessed Values by Land Use 

 Land Use Assessed Value 

 Residential Per Unit 

Single Family 
  

Residential Estate 
$2,119,470 

Low Density 
$586,520 

Medium Density 
$537,750 

High Density/MU 
$380,700 

Multi-Family 
  

High Density/MU 
$310,500 

Medium Density 
$380,700 

 Non-Residential Per Sq. Ft. 

Office $263 

Strip Commercial $263 

Shopping Center $300 

Light Industrial $188 

Warehouse $113 

Heavy Industrial $188 

Institutional $263 

Hotel $263  

 

While property owners pay a total base property tax of one percent of assessed value, the City 

receives an estimated 8.4 percent of this revenue. The remaining property tax revenue is distributed 

to the County and various other taxing agencies, most notable local school districts, in the area. 

In addition to the base property tax, the City receives property tax in lieu of vehicle license fees 

directly from the state. These revenues are based on annual increases in assessed value in each City 

and are equal to nearly 75 percent of base tax revenues for Rohnert Park. 
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Sales Tax. The City receives 1.5 percent of taxable sales that occur within the City limits plus 0.5 

percent of auto sales by Rohnert park residents that occur outside the City. MuniServices has 

estimated the consumer driven portion of City sales taxes compared to business to business sales. The 

projection of future sales tax revenues by land use is based on these data. The taxable sales from the 

strip commercial and shopping center land uses are estimated at the rate of $355 per sq. ft. However, 

the sales tax allocated to residential uses is subtracted from the commercial amounts to avoid double 

counting. 

Both alternatives contain more commercial development than the market is likely to support, given 

the level of residential and other non-commercial business development included in the alternatives. 

Therefore, actual commercial sales tax revenues are likely to be less than shown in the tables. 

Transient Occupancy Tax (TOT). The TOT taxes for the 156 new room in each alternative are 

projected based on the same average produced by existing hotel rooms in Rohnert Park.      

Other Revenues and Costs. Other revenues and the City service costs are projected on a per capita 

basis. Residents in the City generate twice the service demand per person as do the jobs supported by 

businesses in the City. This rule of thumb has been developed in fiscal impact methodology based on 

the fact that nighttime residents are present at least 16 hours in a 24-hour day while jobs occupy 8-

hour shifts. With the current population in Rohnert park of 43,598 and an estimated job base of 

15,102 jobs, this results in about 83 percent of City service costs allocated to residential uses and 14 

percent to non-residential uses. The remaining 3 percent are allocated to visitors based on the number 

of hotel rooms in the City. These percentages and the resulting per capita revenue and cost factors 

are shown in Table C below. 

Intergovernmental revenues, including the gas tax, tend to be allocated based on residential 

population only and Community Services, Animal Services, the Performing Arts Center revenues and 

costs are also assumed to be mainly used by the residential population. 

General Government Costs are not allocated on a per capita basis but are applied as an overhead 

charge to other costs for each land use. General Government includes the City management functions, 

finance, human resources, the City Clerk and City Attorney and other similar functions. Overall, these 

services represent about 35 percent of total General Fund expenditures in Rohnert Park.  
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Table C: Per Capita Cost and Revenue Factors by Major Land Use 

Budget Category 

RESIDENTIAL BUSINESS  

Percent 
Allocation 

Per Capita 
Factor 

Percent 
Allocation 

Per Capita 
Factor 

Revenues     

Franchise Fees 83% $51.21  14% $25.60  

Intergovernmental 100% $8.25  0% $0.00  

Community Service Fees 100% $31.97  0% $9.69  

Cost Allocation Plan Revenues 83% $40.89  14% $0.00  

Licenses and Permits 83% $15.76  14% $20.44  

Fines and Forfeitures 83% $0.92  14% $7.88  

Miscellaneous Revenues 83% $1.43  14% $0.46  

Transfers in 83% $80.55  14% $0.72  

Gas Tax 100% $24.69  0% $40.27  

Expenditures     

Police Dept. 83% $324.08  14% $129.63  

Animal Services 100% $13.83  0% $0.00  

Public Works 83% $62.86  14% $31.43  

Community Services 98% $53.12  0% $0.00  

Performing Arts Center 98% $21.27  0% $0.00  

Transfers Out 83% $48.00  14% $24.00  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


